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Abstract

In this paper a polynomial time algorithm for the

minimization of Fixed Polarity Reed-Muller Expres-

sions (FPRMs) for totally symmetric functions based

on Ordered Functional Decision Diagrams (OFDDs)

is presented. A generalization to partially symmetric

functions is investigated. The algorithm has been im-

plemented as the program Sympathy. Experimental

results in comparison to previously published methods

are given to show the e�ciency of the approach.

1 Introduction

The high complexity of modern VLSI circuitry has

shown an increasing demand for synthesis tools. In

the last few years synthesis based on AND/EXOR

realizations has gained more and more interest [9], be-

cause AND/EXOR realizations are very e�cient for

large classes of circuits, e.g., arithmetic circuits, error

correcting circuits and circuits for tele-communication

[15, 16]. For these classes EXOR-circuits derived from

Reed-Muller Expressions need less gates for the repres-

entation of a Boolean function and drastically reduce

the number of signals in the resulting network.

Additionally, EXOR-circuits have good testability

properties [11, 14, 1] - at least if they are restricted to

speci�c subclasses of AND/EXOR forms - and thus are

well suited for design for testability. The circuits can

easily be mapped to Field Programmable Gate Arrays

(FPGAs) [2], where EXOR gates, e.g. in table-lookup

FPGAs, do not cause any extra cost in terms of chip

area.

In the following we consider a restricted class of

EXOR Sum-Of-Products expressions (ESOPs), called

Fixed Polarity Reed-Muller expressions (FPRMs).

FPRMs are used in various applications, e.g. Boolean
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matching [19], and are also applied for minimization

of more general classes of AND/EXOR expressions

[9]. For the minimization of FPRMs a good polarity

for the variables has to be determined. Several ap-

proaches for the minimization of FPRMs, i.e. �nding

the FPRM with the minimal number of terms, have

been presented in the past few years [17, 13, 18, 6].

But the main disadvantage of all these approaches is

that they are mainly based on a Gray-code enumer-

ation of all possible solutions. Thus, they all have

exponential running time and are only applicable to

functions with at most n = 15 variables (within reas-

onable time bounds).

A very important sub-class of Boolean functions

are symmetric functions - especially in the �eld of

AND/EXOR minimization, since ESOPs always al-

low smaller (or equal) representation than AND/OR

2-level forms [12]. Additionally, symmetry can be de-

tected very fast in Boolean functions [8, 10, 20].

In this paper a polynomial algorithm for exact min-

mization of totally symmetric Boolean functions is

presented. For this a multi-level data structure is

used, called Ordered Functional Decision Diagrams

(OFDDs), that is closely related to FPRMs. OFDDs

have been introduced in [7, 6]. E�cient synthesis op-

erations on OFDDs were developed and integrated in

an OFDD package [5]. OFDDs together with e�cient

synthesis operations can be successfully applied to �nd

good or minimal polarities for FPRMs [6].

The exact algorithm has been implemented as the

program Sympathy. Already in [4] it has been shown

that the properties of symmetric functions can be used

to tremendously simplify the minimization procedure.

In this paper we present a new method that can eas-

ily be integrated in existing minimizers. A method is

shown to generalize the obtained results to partially

symmetric functions.



Experimental results have been carried out to

demonstrate the e�ciency of Sympathy. For the �rst

time exact minimization of large functions has been

performed. Functions with more than 30 variables are

minimized in less than two CPU seconds on a Sparc

1+ workstation.

2 Preliminaries

In this section essential notations and de�nitions

are presented, which are important for the under-

standing of the paper.

2.1 FPRM

A Fixed Polarity Reed-Muller expression (FPRM)

is an exclusive-OR of AND product terms, where each

variable only appears in complemented or uncomple-

mented form, but not both. FPRMs are a canonical

representation of Boolean functions f : Bn ! B, if

the polarity for each variable is �xed.

The choice of the polarity largely inuences the size

of the resulting FPRM, as is shown by the following

example:

Example 1 Let f : Bn ! B, given by f = x1x2::xn.

Thus, only one term is needed, if all variables are

complemented. If all variables are uncomplemen-

ted the resulting expression consists of 2n terms, i.e.

f = 1� x1 � x2 � :::� x1x2::xn.

We now discuss methods for the choice of an op-

timal polarity. For this we introduce a problem spe-

ci�c data structure.

2.2 OFDD

In the following Ordered Functional Decision Dia-

grams (with mixed polarity variables) are de�ned.

The core of the data structures is a Decision Diagram

(DD), which is a directed acyclic graph with some ad-

ditional properties.

De�nition 1 A DD over Xn := fx1; x2; : : : ; xng is a

rooted directed acyclic graph G = (V;E) with vertex

set V containing two types of vertices, non-terminal

and terminal vertices. A non-terminal vertex v is

labeled with a variable from Xn, called the decision

variable for v, and has exactly two successors denoted

by low(v); high(v) 2 V . A terminal vertex v is labeled

with a 0 or 1 and has no successors.

The size of a DD, denoted by jDDj, is given by its

number of non-terminal nodes. If DDs are to be used

as a data structure in design automation, it turns out

that a restriction to ordered DDs is convenient: A DD

is ordered, if the variable are encountered at most once

and in the same order on each path in the DD from

the root to a terminal vertex. (In the following letter

O will be used to denote ordered DDs.)

It is possible to de�ne certain reductions on the

decision diagrams in order to reduce their size. Two

reduction types will be used in the following:

Type I: Delete a node v0 whose label is identical to

the label of another node v and whose successors

are identical to the successors of v and redirect

the edges pointing to v0 to point to v.

Type D: Delete a node v whose successor high(v)

points to the terminal 0 and connect the incoming

edges of the deleted node to low(v).

A DD is reduced, if no reductions can be applied to

the DD. Two DDs, G1 and G2, are called equivalent,

if G2 results from G1 by repeated applications of re-

ductions and inverse reductions. A DD G2 is called

the reduction of a DD G1, if G1 and G2 are equivalent

and G2 itself is reduced. Reductions can be computed

in linear time [6].

Until now it has not been de�ned how DDs can be

related to Boolean functions. To do this, the follow-

ing notions are helpful. All nodes labeled with the

same variable are denoted as a level in the follow-

ing. Let f : Bn ! B be a Boolean function over

the variable set Xn. Then fxi denotes the cofactor

of f with respect to xi = 0, de�ned by fxi(x) :=

f(x1; ::; xi�1; 0; xi+1; ::; xn) for x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) 2

Bn. Similarly, fxi denotes the cofactor for xi = 1.

(Notice that the functions fxi and fxi can naturally

be interpreted as Boolean functions from Bn�1 to B

de�ned over the variables x1; : : : ; xi�1; xi+1; : : : ; xn.)

Using the de�nitions above, the following decomposi-

tions can be proven for an arbitrary Boolean function

f :

f = fxi � xi(fxi � fxi) positive Davio (pD)

f = fxi � xi(fxi � fxi) negative Davio (nD)

Decomposition types are associated to the variables

in Xn with the help of a Decomposition Type List

(DTL) d := (d1d2 : : : dn) where di 2 fpD; nDg for

all i.

Now, Ordered Functional Decision Diagrams (OF-

DDs) can formally be de�ned as follows:

De�nition 2 An OFDD over Xn is given by an

ordered DD over Xn together with a �xed DTL d.

The function fG : Bn ! B represented by an OFDD

G over Xn is de�ned as:



1. If G consists of a single node labeled with 0 (1),

then G is an OFDD for f = 0 (f = 1).

2. IfG has a root v with label xi, then G is an OFDD

for

�
flow(v) � xifhigh(v) : di is pD

flow(v) � xifhigh(v) : di is nD

where flow(v) (fhigh(v)) is the function represented

by the OFDD rooted at low(v) (high(v)).

A node in an OFDD is called a positive Davio-node,

if it is expanded by the positive Davio decomposition

and it is called a negative Davio-node, if it is expanded

by the negative Davio decomposition.

Utilizing reductions, it is possible to de�ne canon-

ical representations of functions. The notion fG, is

well de�ned for OFDDs with �xed DTLs in the sense

that fG1
= fG2

i� G1 and G2 are equivalent OFDDs.

Reduced OFDDs with �xed DTLs are canonical rep-

resentations for Boolean functions [6].

Since the algorithm in the following uses the

EXOR-synthesis on OFDDs [5] as a basic operation

we briey consider its complexity.

Theorem 1 Let G1, G2 be OFDDs with the same

DTL d and with the same ordering. Then the EXOR-

synthesis of G1 and G2 can be performed by an al-

gorithm of complexity O(jG1j � jG2j) resulting in an

OFDD bounded by the same size.

2.3 Relation between OFDDs and
FPRMs

In [6] the close relation between FPRMs and OF-

DDs has been investigated. We briey review the main

results:

In an OFDD a positive Davio or a negative Da-

vio decomposition is carried out in each node. The

reduction type D guarantees that a node is deleted,

if the function represented at this node is independ-

ant from the corresponding variable. In the following

we consider the paths from the root of the OFDD to

the terminal 1. They are called 1-paths. Each 1-path

naturally de�nes a subset of the variables Xn that

uniquely corresponds to a 1-term in the FPRM. Thus,

we obtain:

Theorem 2 The number of 1-paths in an OFDD for

the Boolean function f : Bn ! B is equal to the

number of terms in the FPRM. The choice of decom-

positions in the OFDD determines the polarity of the

FPRM.

If positive Davio decomposition is used, the variable in

the FPRM is uncomplemented and it is complemen-

ted, if negative Davio decomposition is used. Using

this natural correspondance a DTL d of an OFDD for

a Boolean function f de�nes a polarity of the corres-

ponding FPRM, and vice versa. fd denotes the FPRM

representation of f as FPRM with DTL d. The size

of fd, denoted as jfdj, is the number of terms in the

FPRM with DTL d.

Obviously, the construction of the FPRM from a

given OFDD for a single output function has running

time O(n � jtermsj), where jtermsj denotes the num-

ber of terms. The number of terms for the FPRM can

easily be determined from the OFDD for a single out-

put function by a simple depth-�rst-search algorithm

that counts the number of 1-paths. The algorithm has

running time O(jGj). (For multiple output functions

see [6].)

If an OFDD with �xed decompositions is given and

the decomposition corresponding to one variable xi is

to be changed from positive Davio to negative Davio

or vice versa, this can be done e�ciently in polynomial

time by carrying out an EXOR-operation at each node

labeled with xi (see the de�nition of positive, negative

Davio decomposition and Theorem 1).

2.4 Symmetric Functions

Let f : Bn ! B be a totally de�ned Boolean func-

tion and Xn = fx1; ::; xng be the corresponding set of

variables. The function f is said to be symmetric with

respect to a set S � Xn if f remains invariant under

all permutations of the variables in S. For completely

speci�ed functions the symmetry is an equivalence re-

lation which partitions the set Xn into disjoint classes

S1; : : : ; Sk that will be named the symmetry sets. A

function f is called partially symmetric if it has at

least one symmetry set Si with jSij > 1. If a func-

tion f has only one symmetry set S = Xn, then f is

called totally symmetric. (Notice that the function in

Example 1 is totally symmetric.) If xi; xj 2 Sl � Xn

(xi 6= xj, 1 � l � k), f is called pairwise symmetric in

(xi; xj). A simple consequence of pairwise symmetry

is the following lemma:

Lemma 1 A function is pairwise symmetric in

(xi; xj) i� fxixj = fxixj .

In the following we consider the problem of �nding

minimal FPRMs for totally symmetric functions. The

results will also be applied to partially symmetric func-

tions.



3 Minimization of Totally Symmetric

Functions

In this section we present a method for exact min-

imization of totally symmetric functions in polynomial

time. For this we �rst consider several properties of

symmetric functions in relation to FPRMs and OF-

DDs.

3.1 FPRMs and Symmetric Functions

In the following we show, that the number of dif-

ferent FPRMs that have to be considered during min-

imization of FPRMs for symmetric functions can be

tremendously reduced.

Theorem 3 Let f be pairwise symmetric in (xi; xj).

For DTLs d = (d1::di::dj ::dn) and d0 = (d1::di::dj::dn)

it holds jfdj = jfd0 j.

Proof: Let G be an OFDD for function f . Due to

Subsection 2.3 an FPRM for f is a attened form of

the OFDD, i.e. we consider the 1-paths in G. Since

the FPRM does not depend on the variable ordering

we can assume w.l.o.g. that xi and xj are adjacent

variables.

Using Lemma 1 a straightforward computation

shows that it does not inuence the number of 1-paths

whether f is �rst decomposed by pD for xi and then

by nD for xj or �rst by nD for xi and then by pD for

xj. 2

From the theorem we directly obtain:

Corollary 1 There exist at most n+ 1 FPRMs for a

totally symmetric function that di�er in size.

From the Corollary we know that it is su�cient in

the following to only consider FPRMs for the set D

with n+ 1 DTLs:

D = fdijdi = (nD)i(pD)(n�i) ^ 0 � i � ng

3.2 OFDDs and Symmetric Functions

Since we use OFDDs for the construction of the

FPRMs and we aim at a polynomial algorithm for the

minimization, we have to prove that an OFDD for

a totally symmetric function has at most polynomial

size in the number n of variables.

In the following we prove an upper bound for the

size of the OFDDs for totally symmetric functions

with DTLs as they will occur in our exact algorithm.

Theorem 4 Each OFDD with DTL di 2 D (i 2

f0; ::; ng) that represents a totally symmetric Boolean

function f has size O(n3).

Proof: We �rst consider the case that d consists of

only positive Davio-nodes, i.e. d = d0. The underly-

ing graph of the OFDD has a speci�c structure. The

following computation shows that for each node the

right sub-graph of the left sub-graph and the left sub-

graph of the right sub-graph represent the same func-

tion, where xk (xl) denotes the �rst (second) decision

variable:

fxkxl � fxkxl = fxkxl � fxkxl

= (fxk � fxk)xl

Thus, the size of OFDDs with only positive Davio-

nodes is O(n2). (The same argumentation holds for

OFDDs with only negative Davio-nodes.)

We now consider the case where the upper vari-

ables are decomposed by negative Davio-nodes, while

the lower variables are decomposed by positive Davio-

nodes. The assertion of the theorem then follows from

the fact that the lowest level decomposed by negative

Davio-nodes has at most n nodes and that the func-

tions fxk and fxk�fxk of a totally symmetric function

f are totally symmetric. 2

Remark: Using a more detailed formalism we can

prove that the upper bound of O(n3) for OFDDs rep-

resenting totally symmetric functions also holds for

arbitrary DTLs.

Additionally, in our algorithm we have to transform

an OFDD with DTL di to an OFDD with DTL di+1.

Again, we only consider the complexity of the trans-

formation as it will occur in the algorithm.

Theorem 5 The transformation of an OFDD with

DTL di 2 D (i 2 f0; ::; n� 1g) of a totally symmet-

ric function f of n variables to an OFDD with DTL

di+1 2 D has time and space complexity O(n6).

Proof: To transform an OFDD with DTL di to an

OFDD with DTL di+1 we have to perform an EXOR-

operation on the graph. From Theorem 4 we know

that the OFDD with DTL di has size O(n3). Thus,

we get the assertion by application of Theorem 1. 2

3.3 Exact Algorithm

Using the results of this section we directly obtain

an exact algorithm for minimization of totally sym-

metric functions. We only have to consider FPRMs

for the n+ 1 DTLs in D

For this the algorithm proceed as follows:

It starts with an OFDD with only positive

Davio-nodes and transforms it level by level

to an OFDD with only negative Davio-nodes.



exact minimization (benchmark) f

d = (pD,..,pD) ;

fdd = construct ofdd (benchmark, d) ;

minFPRMsize = size of 1 path set (fdd) ;

for (i = 0; i < n; i++) f

di = nD ;

fdd = transform ofdd (fdd, d) ;

FPRMsize = size of 1 path set (fdd) ;

if (FPRMsize < minFPRMsize)

minFPRMsize = FPRMsize ;

g

return minFPRMsize ;

g

Figure 1: Minimization algorithm

After the n-th transformation the best inter-

mediate result is chosen.

A sketch of the algorithm is given in Figure 1.

Theorem 6 The exact algorithm for the FPRM min-

imization of a totally symmetric function f of n vari-

ables has running time O(n7) and space requirement

O(n6).

Proof: The running time of the algorithm is dom-

inated by the transformation (see Theorem 5). Thus,

we directly obtain the overall performance of the al-

gorithm, since the transformation has to be carried

out n times. The space requirement is O(n6), since

this is the worst case during the transformation. (The

resulting OFDDs have at most size O(n3).) 2

Although the algorithm can only be estimated by

a polynomial of high degree (due to the worst case

behavior of the EXOR-operation) all experiments have

shown that the algorithm is very fast and shows linear

behavior with respect to the running time (see Section

5).

4 Application to Partially Symmetric

Functions

In Section 3 a method for the minimization of

totally symmetric functions has been presented. In

this section we show that the results also help to min-

imize partially symmetric functions, i.e. functions with

symmetry sets Si 6= Xn for all i.

We consider the case thatXn is given as the disjoint

union of k � 1 symmetry sets, i.e. Xn = S1 _[ : : : _[Sk.

For each symmetry set Si we have to consider jSij+1

n without sym. with sym.

1 4 3

2 16 9

3 64 27

4 256 81

5 1024 243

6 4096 729

7 16384 2187

8 65536 6561

9 262144 19683

10 1048576 59049

Figure 2: Number of di�erent FPRMs for n-bit adder

cases in the minimization algorithm due to Corollary

1.

Thus, the total number of FPRMs tot that has to

be considered during the minimization of an arbitrary

function is given by

tot =

kY
i=1

(jSij+ 1):

For k = 1 we obtain a totally symmetric function

and thus the result from Corollary 1. For k = n,

i.e. the function has no symmetries, all 2n cases have

to be considered.

Example 2 We consider an n-bit adder with 2n in-

puts. Due to the de�nition of an adder there exist n

symmetry sets that all contain 2 elements. In Table

2 we compare the number of di�erent FPRMs that

have to be considered during the minimization with

and without symmetries.

The table shows that using symmetries the number

of cases that have to be considered can be reduced by

a factor of more than 17 for a 10-bit adder.

As can easily be seen the results from Section 3 also

help a lot in the case of partially symmetric functions.

5 Experimental Results

In this section we present experimental results that

were carried out on the OFDD package presented in

[5] on a Sparc 1+ workstation.

We applied our minimization algorithm to several

totally symmetric MCNC benchmarks with single out-

put. The symmetry has been checked by verifying the

property of Lemma 1 for all pairs of variables and us-

ing the transitivity of the symmetry. This has been



name in out nr. MINGRM CGRMIN FDD Sympathy

9sym 9 0 1851.6 489.9 11.7 0.1

rd53 5 2 1.1 0.5 0.5 0.1

rd73 7 2 49.6 21.6 2.1 0.1

rd84 8 2 364.2 138.8 4.7 0.1

Figure 3: Comparison to FPRM minimizers

name in out nr. terms FDD Sympathy

9sym 9 0 173 11.7 0.1

co14 14 0 14 368.1 0.3

cps 24 50 236 - 1.7

m1 6 6 1 1.0 0.1

m4 8 8 1 4.2 0.1

misj 35 10 2 - 0.6

misex2 25 5 1 - 0.4

rd84 8 0 28 4.7 0.1

rd84 8 3 70 5.3 0.1

sym10 10 0 266 27.6 0.2

xor5 5 0 5 0.5 0.1

Figure 4: Run time for symmetric functions

done using OBDDs [3]. The running time for all con-

sidered benchmarks is negligible. More sophisticated

methods can be found in [8, 10, 20].

The results for some benchmarks in comparison to

other FPRM minimizers (that do not consider sym-

metry) are shown in Figure 3. MINGRM is an FPRM

minimizer presented in [17] and CGRMIN has been

presented in [13]. The running times for MINGRM

and CGRMIN are taken from [13] and are given in

CPU seconds on a Sequent S27 - two 386 processors -

machine. FDD is the FDD based minimizer from [6].

Sympathy denotes the symmetry approach presented

in this paper. name denotes the name of the circuit. In

the second row the number of inputs in is given. Row

out nr. denotes the name of the output. Obviously,

our new approach is much faster for totally symmet-

ric functions than all methods previously published.

Since the best results for arbitrary functions have

been obtained with the FDD based minimizer from [6]

we compare Sympathy in the following only with this

program.

In a second series of experiments we compared FDD

to Sympathy on a larger set of totally symmetric single

output functions. The results are given in Figure 4.

A dash symbolizes that the algorithm took more than

name in FDD Sympathy

thresh9;10 10 21.0 0.1

thresh10;11 11 42.1 0.2

thresh11;12 12 87.3 0.2

thresh12;13 13 177.5 0.2

thresh13;14 14 364.2 0.3

thresh14;15 15 756.5 0.3

thresh15;16 16 1555.8 0.3

thresh16;17 17 3140.3 0.4

thresh17;18 18 6483.9 0.4

thresh18;19 19 13033.1 0.4

thresh19;20 20 25870.1 0.4

thresh20;21 21 52549.4 0.5

thresh21;22 22 - 0.5

thresh22;23 23 - 0.5

thresh23;24 24 - 0.6

thresh24;25 25 - 0.6

thresh25;26 26 - 0.7

thresh26;27 27 - 0.7

thresh27;28 28 - 0.7

thresh28;29 29 - 0.8

thresh29;30 30 - 0.8

Figure 5: Run time for threshhold functions

106 CPU seconds on a Sparc 1+ workstation. Again

the results are much better. Sympathy never took

longer than two CPU seconds to determine the op-

timal solution.

Finally we considered a parametrizized symmet-

ric function. We generated the threshold function

threshn�1;n for various n, i.e. the function that out-

puts 1, if at least n� 1 variables of the inputs are set.

(Obviously this function is totally symmetric.) The

results in comparison with the FDD minimizer from

[6] are given in Figure 5. Again a dash symbolizes

that the algorithm took more than 106 CPU seconds.

As can easily be seen Sympathy is also able to exactly

minimize large functions in negligible time.



6 Conclusions

We have presented an OFDD based method to min-

imize FPRMs for totally symmetric functions in poly-

nomial time. The algorithm has been implemented as

the program Sympathy. Sympathy is able to exactly

minimize large functions in negligible running time.

A generalization to partially symmetric functions has

been investigated.

It is focus of current work to generalize this ap-

proach and to apply it to more general classes of

AND/EXOR networks. The ideas presented can easily

be incoperated in other methods for FPRM minimiza-

tion like [13, 6]. FPRM minimization can also be used

for the minimization of more general AND/EXOR

classes as it has been done in [9] for mixed-polarity

AND/EXOR networks.
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